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About This Product
DESCRIPTION
For courses in Cooperative Learning.
Peer-Led Team Learning is an innovate model in science education. Student
leaders (peers) guide the activities of small groups of students in weekly Workshop
meetings. The students work through challenging problems that are designed to be
solved cooperatively. The peer leaders are trained to ensure that the students are
actively an productively engaged with the material and with each other. This
methodology offers a number of educational opportunities: the supportive format
encourages questions and discussions that lead to conceptual understanding;
students learn to work in teams and to communicate more effectively; peer leaders
learn teaching and group management skills.
Two of the five books in this series provide students, instructors, learning
specialists, and peer leaders with all of the materials they need to successfully
implement this new teaching methodology. Three other books provide specific
materials for introductory chemistry courses.
This book, On Becoming a Peer Leader, is designed for peer leaders. Part
I provides background, advice, and scenarios on areas such as learning
theory, group dynamics, and conflict resolution. Part II is an extensive
anthology of readings in related areas.

THIS PRODUCT ACCOMPANIES
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As a team leader, you need to be visible to the team and available to support them. If youâ€™re predominantly tied up with your own
critical hands-on tasks, you wonâ€™t be. So, be sure to review and re-negotiate your workload before taking on a leadership role in the
first place.Â Team management is an ongoing learning process and you will never have all the answers. 8. Enjoy it! Team leadership is
often challenging but frequently rewarding. Heading up a team thatâ€™s working well and delivering results is a great feeling, so go do
it! Organizations donâ€™t just want to have broad goals that only top-level personnel are aware of â€“ they want to set, track, and
measure goals across the entire company. Download our new eBook to learn how your team can be using OKRs. Download eBook.
Peer-led team learning (PLTL) is a model of teaching undergraduate science, math, and engineering courses that introduces peer-led
workshops as an integral part of a course. Students who have done well in a course (for instance, General Chemistry) are recruited to
become peer-leaders. The peer-leaders meet with small groups of six to ten students each week, for one to two hours, to discuss,
debate, and engage in problem solving related to the course material.

